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Lithium Battery Global Market

• What is the historic trend of lithium battery 
manufacturing?

• What are the future trends expected?
• What effect has this trend had on air 

transportation?
• How does an industry this size control quality, 

counterfeiting and noncompliance with the 
dangerous goods regulations today?



















Noncompliant and Counterfeit 
Lithium Batteries

• There are standards and treaties that govern 
the manufacture of chemicals, however 
lithium batteries although dangerous goods 
for transportation are articles.

• Articles are not covered under the same 
standards and treaties as chemicals.

• Articles are also not covered by Globally 
Harmonized System (GHS) or required to 
have an Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).  



Regulating Articles for Transportation
• The regulation and classification of solids, liquids 

and gases is a clear framework in the dangerous 
goods regulations. 

• Articles are not as straight forward to regulate.
• Lithium batteries were viewed as an industrial 

article  when first put into the regulations.  
• Lithium batteries became a consumer products 

industry.
• Today we have a combination of industrial and 

consumer applications.



Noncompliant and Counterfeit 
Lithium Batteries

• It is very difficult for everyone to understand 
something they use everyday in many 
applications is a dangerous good in transport. 

• It is also very difficult to oversee an industry 
that has growth in not only the quantities 
manufactured but the quantity of 
manufacturers involved in the process.

• The cargo system itself is very complex.



The BIG Picture
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There is shared responsibility to ensure that 
air cargo moves safely and securely through 
this chain



What goes into air freight/cargo?

AIR FREIGHT

Cargo (Industrial Equipment, 
Food,  Mail, Packages etc.)  

Dangerous Goods

Baggage
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Live AnimalsCOMAT



The Organizations that provide oversight and surveillance

Currently the Cargo Safety oversight is conducted in coordination by many organizations within ICAO

Annex 19 – Safety Management Systems
Annex 18 – The Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods

Annex 17 - Security
Annex 14 - Aerodromes

Annex 13 – Aircraft Accident and Incident Investigation
Annex 9 – Facilitation

Annex 8 – Airworthiness
Annex 6 – Operation of Aircraft
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For States this means that the Cargo Safety Program may focus on 
compliance with the applicable requirements and standards often 

within separate lines of business within the Civil Aviation Authority or a 
completely different agency. 



Noncompliant and Counterfeit 
Lithium Batteries

• As the market demand for lithium batteries 
increased, so did the number of manufacturers.

• With the increase in manufacturing came an 
increase in counterfeit and noncompliant batteries.

• Non compliance is very difficult to control as the 
requirements for testing and a quality 
manufacturing program are in the transportation 
regulations.

• Many believe that noncompliant batteries are the 
highest risk in transportation today and in the 
future.



Why is oversight so complex?
• Authority

– The authorities that need to conduct oversight of the 
manufacturing are not clearly defined

• Standards
– Other large industries develop industry standards to 

provide a quality and best practices reference for 
authorities to include in their oversight programs.

• Number
– The number of manufacturers and manufacturing 

states means the authorities responsible can change 
state to state.
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